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Lake Eyasi with Ziwani Lodge including Ngorongoro & Serengeti
Arusha - Lake Eyasi - Ngorongoro Conservation Area - Serengeti National Park
10 Days / 9 Nights
This itinerary offers both an incredible big five wildlife safari in two of Tanzania's iconic parks - Sergengeti &
Ngorongoro - while also exploring truly authentic cultural experiences and meeting local communities.
Cultural highlights include learning to use a bow and arrow with the hunter-gatherer Hadzabe and Datoga tribes
while based at the stunning new Ziwani Lodge; dancing with the Maasai during an "Orpul ceremony" for their
young warriors; and experiencing what daily life is like in the traditional Tanzanian village of Mto wa mbu.

Introduction
Accommodation

Destination

Basis

Duration

Rivertree Country Inn

Arusha

B&B

1 Night

Ziwani Lodge

Lake Eyasi

FB

2 Nights

Mysigio Camp

Ngorongoro Conservation
Area

FB

3 Nights

Camp Zebra – Ndutu or Kogatende

Serengeti National Park

FB

3 Nights

Key
B&B: Bed and Breakfast
FB: Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch
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Day 1:

Rivertrees Country Inn, Arusha

Resting at the foot of Mount Meru, the sprawling city of Arusha is known as the safari capital of northern Tanzania. It
serves as an excellent base from which to explore the remarkably scenic surrounding area which includes majestic
Mount Kilimanjaro, as well as the Manyara, Tarangire and Ngorongoro National Parks. Arusha is a good spot to take
a day or two off from the safari circuit as it features a temperate climate and lush surrounds. Visitors can look
forward to exploring the wildlife-abundant Serengeti National Park; the magnificent Arusha National Park; and taking
on the challenge of climbing Mount Meru, Africa’s fifth highest mountain.

Day Itinerary
After clearing with customs and Immigration formalities at the airport, you will be met by your driver guide for the
short transfer to your Lodge,

Overnight: Rivertree Country Inn
Rivertree Country Inn is located in Northern Tanzania just outside the bustling town of Arusha. Guests are sure to
enjoy comfortable, spacious cottages that are tastefully furnished and feature a terrace that overlooks the lush
garden. Guests can enjoy delicious meals at the onsite restaurant as well as unwind with a refreshing drink at the
bar. The hotel also offers Wi-Fi access, a swimming pool and a massage hut.

Basis
Bed and Breakfast

Day 2:

Ziwani Lodge, Lake Eyasi
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Tucked between the Kidero Mountains in the south and the Eyasi Escarpment in the north, Lake Eyasi is set in a
remote, dry, arid landscape located just south of Tanzania’s renowned Serengeti National Park. This seasonal lake
features dry salt beds; a variety of birdlife such as flamingos and pelicans; and is surrounded by woodlands, forests
and ancient baobabs. Visitors can learn about local cultures and visit the pastoralist Datoga people as well as the
nomadic hunter-gatherer Hadzabe group. Other popular activities include: bird watching, hiking, walking safaris and
soaking up the spectacular views. Don’t miss the opportunity to visit the nearby Oldeani Mountain, the swampy
valley of Yaeda and spectacular Serengeti.

Day Itinerary
Drive Lake Eyasi via Mto wa mbu village for walk to see the way of life for local people, also they will have Local
lunch before proceeding towards Lake Eyasi, arrive lake Eyasi clients will check in at Ziwani lodge and later evening
will have walk to the lake Eyasi.
As the afternoon begins to end, you will walk back to the Lodge for dinner and overnight.

Activities
Wayo Africa Mto Wa Mbu Village Walk

Wayo Africa Mto Wa Mbu Village Walk
The Wayo Africa Mto Wa Mbu Village Walk takes guests on a journey to experience the traditional culture of the
local people. Guests will visit the local farms, interact with kindergarten kids, speak to local inhabitants, and view the
best deals in the market. A traditional lunch can be included in the journey and enjoyed at the local banana
plantation.
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Overnight: Ziwani Lodge
Ziwani Lodge offers sophisticated accommodation with just 7 cottages (including 1 family cottage) on the shores of
Lake Eyasi, an excellent location with sweeping views toward the Rift, boasting a beautiful swimming pool for cooling
off on hot afternoons.
Ziwani fits perfectly in a northern Tanzania safari in style & elegance, combining the breathtaking landscapes and
games of our marvellous country with the possibility of enjoying authentic, off the beaten track, cultural tourism,
real encounter with ancient Tanzanian tribes.

Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch

Day 3:

Ziwani Lodge, Lake Eyasi

Day Itinerary
After breakfast, today you will depart with a packed lunch for a chance to visit the two interesting and remote group
of people who inhabit the area - the Hadzabe and Datoga tribes.

Activities
THE WAHADZABE TRIBE
The Wahadzabes are an off-shoot of the Acadi tribe. It is believed that they separated from the Acadi's in the 1700s.
Never numbering more than 30 people, the Wahadzabes are a very secretive and protective community, although
more visable than their parent tribe.
They inhabit the area near Lake Eyasi and are primarily a hunting and gathering community, whose livelihood
depends on wildlife and other forest products. They are one of the most traditional and ‘primitive’ tribes in all of
Africa. In 1995 it was reported that they were on the verge of extinction, because of denial of rights to own and use
land in the area they occupy. Small in stature and speaking in an ancient click dialect, the Bushmen survive by their
ability to blend into their surroundings and subsist off the land. It is now possible to travel to the wilderness area
travelled by few, Lake Eyasi, which lies in one of the oldest parts of the Eastern Rift Valley, it runs northeast southwest for a distance of about 50 miles below the impressive 3000 foot escarpment. Natural beauty comes in many
forms and here it is noticeable in its bird life. African fish eagles and crowned cranes and resident Verraueauxs eagle
owls as well as quite a few Hammerkops and their huge nests. There is also the opportunity to see some game as
you head out with the Hadzabe on a hunt, with the opportunity to see dik-dik, bush buck, reedbuck and vervet
monkeys.
Here you will have the privileged opportunity to meet with the Wahadzabe tribe and observe and try your hand at
hunting and gathering techniques that have remained largely unchanged for thousands of years. Learn to hunt with
a bow and arrow and start a fire or join the women gathering roots, tubers and wild fruit and preparing food.
Exploring a way of life vastly different to our own is an unforgettable experience.
Activities
THE DATOGA TRIBE
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The migration history of the Datoga people is based on comparative linguistics and the oral traditions of the Datoga.
Linguistically, the Datoga are classified as Southern Nilotes whose origins 3,000 years ago are rooted in Southern
Sudan or in the western Ethiopia highlands. They migrated southwards and settled in Kenya and Tanzania. They are
traditional pastoralists but eventually became agriculturalists farming in the highlands of Kenta and Tanzania around
1500 CE. The pastoral Barabaig, who speak the Datoga language, are a well-known sub-tribe of the Datoga peoples.
They reside near Mount Hanang in the volcanic northern highlands of Tanzania. Mount Hanang is sacred mountain
to the Barabaig and is the focus of many of its myths and songs.
The Datoga are a proud people and have a reputation as being fierce warriors. Young Datoga men prove themselves
by killing any human being who was not a Datoga and, therefore, considered an enemy. They also proved
themselves by killing a dangerous wild animals, such as a buffalo, lion, or elephant. The Datoga adapt to their new
environments and dress in reddish brown color of soil. The colorful reddish color clothing worn by Datoga women
are patched leather dresses. They also wear bead work, brass bracelets, and necklaces. The Datoga are also
distinguishable by their decorative tattooing in circular patterns around their eyes.
At a time convenient to you, make your way towards the Plantation Lodge which is conveniently located just a
stone’s throw from the entrance to the Ngorongoro Conservation Area. On arrival at your lodge, you will be escorted
to the reception for check in. After a short safari briefing, you will be shown your room to refresh and relax as you
wait for dinner.

Activities
Hadzabe Experience

Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch

Day 4:

Mysigio Camp, Ngorongoro Conservation Area

Situated in the Crater Highlands in Northern Tanzania, the Ngorongoro Conservation Area is best known for its
archaeological and geological significance, rich wildlife, and beautiful scenery. The conservation area encompasses
the famous Crater, the renowned Olduvai Gorge and vast plains of grasslands, forests and mountains extending to
the Serengeti. This 8000-square-kilometre protected area is recognised for its natural beauty and has been placed on
the UNESCO World Heritage List. Visitors flock here to soak up the spectacular views of the Ngorongoro Crater,
voted as one of the Seven Natural Wonders of Africa, it is famed for its natural beauty and abundant wildlife.
Popular activities include: mountain biking, hiking, game drives, bush walks, and visiting a local Maasai village.
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Day Itinerary
Breakfast drive to Ngorongoro via Karatu for visit a local primary school then proceed driving to Gibbs farm for lunch
and proceed driving towards Ngorongoro, dinner and overnight at Mysigio Camp.

Activities
Karatu

Karatu
Travellers heading for the Serengeti and Ngorongoro Crater will inevitably pass through the town of Karatu in the
green hills of Tanzania’s northern highlands. Presided over by the towering Ol Deani Volcano, this small, colourful
town serves as a popular overnight stop for visitors exploring the area’s many game parks. The town offers a variety
of activities including browsing the bustling marketplace, sampling beer at a local brewery, visiting a traditional
Iraqw homestead, or taking a guided walk through the Ngorongoro Forest in search of waterfalls and elephants
caves. Whether you are looking for cultural tours, hiking and biking opportunities, a chance to enjoy an authentic
rural Tanzania experience, or simply a break between safari game drives, this underrated town has plenty to offer.

Overnight: Mysigio Camp
In the Ngorongoro Highlands, within the NCAA - tucked away from the main tourist trails – lies Mysigio Camp. The
location is magnificent, set off the main road, in the heart of ‘maasai country’ with ancient forests and great views
overlooking rolling hills. Being only 20 minutes’ drive from the crater rim means that it’s possible to get down into
the crater for an early game drive; the camp crew can arrange a packed breakfast for those who want to make sure
they don’t miss any of the action.
The camp comprises of 12 massive luxury tents with complete en-suite bathroom facilities. Mysigio can host large
groups, but also has the ability to split the camp into two; making two exclusive mess/lounge combinations, both
complete with cozy eco-briquette heaters.
Mysigio Camp runs on 100% solar powered light, from the well-lit paths, to the bedside reading lights, ensuring that
the clear Ngorongoro atmosphere is not spoiled by noisy generators.
The camp is fitted with a solar powered inverter enabling guests to charge camera and phone batteries. Note that it
is not hefty enough to cope with hairdryers, laptops or shavers.
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Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch

Day 5:

Mysigio Camp, Ngorongoro Conservation Area

Day Itinerary
Get up early to make the most out of your day in the Ngorongoro Crater. Ngorongoro Crater is a deep, volcanic
crater, the largest unflooded and unbroken caldera in the world, measuring about 20kms across, 600 meters deep
and 300 sq kms in area.
Return to your lodge before dusk, and in time to freshen up before dinner.

Activities
Ngorongoro Crater

Ngorongoro Crater
Located in Northern Tanzania, the Ngorongoro Crater is best known for its natural beauty and abundance of diverse
wildlife; which makes it one of Africa’s most popular safari destinations. Surrounded by Tanzania’s highlands, this
UNESCO-listed crater is said to be the world’s largest intact volcanic caldera. Visitors can look forward to spotting the
world-renowned Big Five and a host of other wildlife species including large herds of zebra and wildebeest. It is
famed as one of Tanzania’s best tourist attractions offering visitors an array of wonderful activities including
excellent bird watching, trekking, wildlife viewing, mountain biking and visiting a local Maasai village. Don’t miss the
opportunity to jump on an excursion to the magnificent Olduvai Gorge.

Overnight: Mysigio Camp

Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch
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Day 6:

Mysigio Camp, Ngorongoro Conservation Area

Day Itinerary
Mysigio Camp has a plethora of activities available, most done in conjunction with the Maasai tribe living nearby in
Mysigio Village.
•

•
•
•

Orpul Ceremony which is a traditional Maasai ceremony for young warriors. If you have ever wondered what
roasted goat tastes like, or how the Maasai cure sickness with natural remedies your questions will be
answered here. Medicinal soup and roasted goat will be on offer to try.
Maasai dancing with the warriors and young girls of the village. The mesmerizing throaty voice of the Maasai
combined with their jumping is a wondering sight.
Visit to the Maasai boma to see the traditional life
Short, half or full day walks with a ranger and Maasai escort can be arranged from Mysigio Camp. Whether it
is a short stroll or hefty hike, Ngorongoro is extremely picturesque and is an enjoyable place to get out of the
vehicle to stretch the legs.

Return to your lodge before dusk, and in time to freshen up before dinner.

Activities
Mysigio Camp

Mysigio Camp
In the Ngorongoro Highlands, within the NCAA - tucked away from the main tourist trails – lies Mysigio Camp. The
location is magnificent, set off the main road, in the heart of ‘maasai country’ with ancient forests and great views
overlooking rolling hills. Being only 20 minutes’ drive from the crater rim means that it’s possible to get down into
the crater for an early game drive; the camp crew can arrange a packed breakfast for those who want to make sure
they don’t miss any of the action.
The camp comprises of 12 massive luxury tents with complete en-suite bathroom facilities. Mysigio can host large
groups, but also has the ability to split the camp into two; making two exclusive mess/lounge combinations, both
complete with cozy eco-briquette heaters.
Mysigio Camp runs on 100% solar powered light, from the well-lit paths, to the bedside reading lights, ensuring that
the clear Ngorongoro atmosphere is not spoiled by noisy generators.
The camp is fitted with a solar powered inverter enabling guests to charge camera and phone batteries. Note that it
is not hefty enough to cope with hairdryers, laptops or shavers.
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Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch

Day 7:

Camp Zebra – Ndutu or Kogatende, Serengeti National Park

The Serengeti together with Kenya’s Masai Mara Game Park form Africa’s most famous wildlife park. The image of
acacia trees on an endless grass plain epitomises Africa for many, and then add a Masai warrior and some cattle to
the picture, and the conversation need go no further. The annual wildebeest migration through the Serengeti and
the Masai Mara is the largest mass movement of land mammals on the planet – with more than a million animals
following the rains. But that is not where the game viewing ends; large prides of lions, elephants and giraffes are
found in the grasslands, along with gazelles and eland to mention but a few. Aside from traditional vehicle safaris,
hot-air ballooning over the Serengeti plains has become almost essential, and you can even do a horse riding safari.

Day Itinerary
After breakfast and check out, depart to the Serengeti with a packed lunch. On arrival into the park, game drive
towards your camp.
As the afternoon begins to end, you will make your way towards your camp. On arrival you will be assisted with
check in and shown your tent.

Activities
Serengeti National Park

Serengeti National Park
The Serengeti together with Kenya’s Masai Mara Game Park form Africa’s most famous wildlife park. The image of
acacia trees on an endless grass plain epitomises Africa for many, and then add a Masai warrior and some cattle to
the picture, and the conversation need go no further. The annual wildebeest migration through the Serengeti and
the Masai Mara is the largest mass movement of land mammals on the planet – with more than a million animals
following the rains. But that is not where the game viewing ends; large prides of lions, elephants and giraffes in
grasslands, gazelles and eland to mention but a few. Aside from traditional vehicle safaris, hot-air ballooning over
the Serengeti plains has become almost essential, and you can even do a horse riding safari.
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Overnight: Camp Zebra – Ndutu or Kogatende

View iBrochure

Camp Zebra’ is named after the Zebra which follow the Wildebeest during their world famous annual migration. Like
the animal it is named after, ‘Camp Zebra’ follows the Wildebeest to the Northern part of the Serengeti National
Park in June, July, August, September, October and November; and to the Southern part from December till March.

Camp Zebra’ consists of 6 accommodation tents to include a 2-bedroomed family unit, each of which can be used for
single, double (or twin) or triple occupancy. Each sleeping tent consists of a verandah, bedroom area, dressing area
and ensuite shower and (flush) toilet. As an added convenience, each tent is provided with sufficient electricity for
lighting as well as for charging electronic.

The day tent is comfortably laid out as a dining area with a well-stocked bar and the lounge tent provides for an area
of rest and relaxation when guests are taking a break from exciting game drives. Evenings are spent around the allimportant camp fire exchanging stories about the day’s events and making plans for the days ahead.

Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch

Day 8:

Camp Zebra – Ndutu or Kogatende, Serengeti National Park

Day Itinerary
Enjoy a full day, with morning and evening games drives in Serengeti National Park. Enjoy quiet evenings by the
camp fire and the exclusivity of absolute comfort combined with the authenticity of a night spent in the African
bush, an extraordinary experience for all nature lovers.

Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch
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Day 9:

Camp Zebra – Ndutu or Kogatende, Serengeti National Park

Day Itinerary
As the sun rises on your second day in the Serengeti, make the most of the game viewing. Order a picnic breakfast or
lunch and head out into the bush and spend the day looking for game while enjoying the magic that this park has to
offer. Later back at camp dinner is served and evening drinks by the camp fire is the perfect way to discuss the day’s
events.

Basis
Full Board - Dinner, Bed, Breakfast and Lunch

Day 10:

End of Itinerary

Day Itinerary
Breakfast drive to the airstrip for schedule flight to Arusha, lunch at Shanga Later drop off Kilimanjaro International
airport for the flight back home.
USD Rates:
PEAK
NUMBER OF PAX
PER PERSON COST

1
11,320

2
7,820

HIGH
NUMBER OF PAX
PER PERSON COST

1
10,799

2
7,480

LOW
NUMBER OF PAX
PER PERSON COST

1
8,155

2
5,765

Ziwani Lodge – Lake Eyasi
Peak and High Season1 January – 28 February, 1 June – 31 October, 15 – 31 December
Low Season - 1 March – 31 May, 1 November – 14 December
Camp Zebra
Peak – 01/01 – 28/02/2020
High – 01/03/ - 31/03/2020
Low – 01/04 – 31/05/2020
Christmas and New Year Supplements – only Ziwani Lodge
USD $65 per person per day on 24, 25, 26 & 31 December 2020, and 01 January 2021

Safari Price includes:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BB Accommodation Arusha
FB accommodation on Safaris
Transfers to and from the airport
A safari briefing at the start
All game viewing in a custom built 4 x 4 Land Cruiser safari vehicle driven by a professional English speaking
driver guide
Excursions as per the itinerary
Park Entrance fees throughout
Flying doctors medical evacuation cover
I litre of water per person per day while in an Albatros safari vehicle
Current Government taxes and levies
Mysigio Camp Include: Three meals (B, L. D), Wine, beer & soda with the evening meal, Late afternoon /
evening cultural activity, Filtered drinking water
Camp Zebra include Aaccommodation, breakfast, lunch (picnic or in-camp), dinner, house wines, spirits,
beers, minerals, mineral water and laundry services

The Tour Price excludes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International Airfares
International and domestic departure tax
Meals and excursions not described in the itinerary above
Entry Visas to the country
Travel and health insurance
Laundry Services at Mysigio camp
Alcoholic & Non Alcoholic all properties except Mysigio camp, and Zebra Camp
Balloon flight in the Serengeti (additional charge USD525 per person)
Any optional tours or excursions not mentioned in the itinerary above
Gratuities (tips) to your guide, hotel staff and porters
Any other items of a personal nature, such as drinks, laundry, telephone and postage.

Transport
Flight Information
Date

Flight

Airline

Scheduled

Departure
Airport
Kogatende
Airstrip

Time

Arrival Airport

Time

Class

Ref

Arusha Airport
[ARK]

Transfers
Date

Company

Pick Up

Drop Off

Time

Vehicle
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Kilimanjaro International Airport
[JRO]

Rivertree Country Inn

Transfer

Rivertree Country Inn

Ziwani Lodge

Transfer

Ziwani Lodge

Mysigio Camp

Transfer

Mysigio Camp

Camp Zebra Kogatende

Transfer

Camp Zebra - Kogatende

Kogatende Airstrip

Transfer
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Travel Information

The name Tanzania conjures up images of wildebeest stampeding across vast savannah, rain forests teeming with
monkeys and birdlife, and great plains brimming with legions of game. All of these natural wonders and more are on
offer in this exceptionally diverse African nation. Visitors typically visit Tanzania to partake in at least one of the four
well known Tanzanian tourist experiences: a relaxing seaside vacation on the picturesque island paradise of Zanzibar,
an underwater tour of some of the world’s most renowned dive sites around the gorgeous Spice Islands, a safari
adventure in some of Africa’s most impressive game reserves, or a hiking excursion around Mount Kilimanjaro
National Park. Whichever of these incredible holidays you choose, you will undoubtedly be welcomed by some
fabulously friendly and peaceful inhabitants who, despite being divided into 120 different ethnic groups and
cultures, live in harmony with one another and provide some of the most wonderfully exotic local cuisine you could
imagine. With all of this diversity on offer, the most difficult part of your Tanzanian holiday experience is likely to be
deciding where to go!
Banking and Currency
Currency
In Tanzania, the unit of currency is the Tanzanian Shilling, which is divided into 100 Cents. Notes are issued in
denominations of 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10000 Shillings. Coins are issued in denominations of 50, 100 and 200
Shillings.
Banking
Banks are open from 9:00am to 3:00pm Monday to Friday. Many banks are equipped with 24 hour ATM machines.
Credit cards and travellers checks are not widely accepted in Tanzania. Where they are accepted can high service
fees and poor exchange rates be expected. Major foreign currencies - particularly US $ - are accepted in Tanzania
and are convertible at banks and bureau de changes in the main towns and tourist areas. If bringing cash in US $,
please make sure bank notes are in good condition, with no cuts or damage and are not older than 2004. Most banks
offer higher exchange rates for US $ 100 / US $ 50 bank notes compared to US $ 20 / US $ 10 or US $ 5 bank notes.
Travel, Transport and Getting Around
If you are visiting a number of parks and reserves in Tanzania, you can either drive or fly between them. Roads in
most of the wilderness areas are in poor condition and unmarked, and self-driving is not recommended. Operators
will supply you with a driver who doubles as an informal guide; alternatively, you can arrange to fly to your
destination and utilize a car and driver supplied by the lodgings. Elsewhere in Tanzania, towns and cities are linked
by a steady stream of buses and dala-dalas (minibuses), and in the cities, there is public transport in the way of
buses, dala-dalas, taxis, and, in some places, bicycles or tuk-tuks.
Precision Air run regular services, mostly via Dar es Salaam, Kilimanjaro or Zanzibar, to all main towns and other
destinations in East Africa and beyond. All national parks and some of the top-end luxury lodges have airstrips and
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Coastal Air operates between these and the main airports on the mainland and the islands of Zanzibar, Pemba and
Mafia. ZanAir has frequent connections between Zanzibar, Pemba and the mainland.
Driving is on the left hand side of the road
Food, Drink and Cuisine Advice
Most camps, lodges or hotels cater specifically to tourists and serve Western-style food, ranging in standard, but
generally are excellent. Game lodges tend to offer a daily set menu with a limited selection, so it is advisable to have
your tour operator specify in advance if you are a vegetarian or have other specific dietary requirements. First-time
visitors to Africa might take note that most game lodges in and around the national parks have isolated locations,
and driving within the parks is neither permitted nor advisable after dark, so that there is no realistic alternative to
eating at your lodge.
Tap water in Tanzania is generally not safe to drink, and most travellers try to stick to mineral water. Filtered and
bottled water can be difficult to find you are travelling outside of main town and so it is advisable to stock up. Most
camps, lodges and hotels have bottled water readily available.
Climate and Weather
Just south of the equator, Tanzania is huge and its sheer size means that the climate varies considerably within it.
However, generally the main rainy season, or the 'long rains', lasts during about March, April and May. Afternoon
tropical downpours are the norm – which are heavier and more predictable beside the coast and on the islands. The
humidity is high and daily temperatures reach the low-mid 30°s.
The long dry season lasts throughout June, July, August, September and October is when rainfall is unusual, even on
the islands. Temperatures vary hugely with altitude and location, but it's usually a fine, clear sky and sunny weather
– it's a great time to visit Tanzania. During November and December there's another rainy season: the 'short rains'.
These are much lighter than the main rains and less reliable.
If it has rained during the short rains, then it normally dries up for a few months, January and February, which is
Tanzania's 'short dry season', before starting to rain again in earnest in March.
Clothing and Dress Recommendations
It never gets really cold in Tanzania so lightweight clothing, preferably cotton or linen, is recommended. While on a
game viewing safari, avoid brightly coloured clothing, stick to whites, beiges, khakis and browns. There may be long
days sitting in safari vehicles, so it is advisable to wear light comfortable clothing such as short sleeved shirts and
cotton/linen trousers or shorts. Denim will become too hot and extremely uncomfortable. Walking shoes and socks
will be required.
The evenings will be chilly, so long sleeved shirts and trousers should be worn. A sweater may be needed. These will
also prevent you being bitten by insects. A hat should be worn at all times outside. The sun may sometimes not feel
hot, but it can still easily burn, especially if it is cloudy and overcast.
If visiting Zanzibar or any coastal town don't forget to take a swimsuit, as it is invariably warm. Ladies are
recommended to take cotton skirts, blouses and dresses. Sandals are a must for this environment! On the beaches
and within the confines of hotels, normal swimwear is acceptable but nudity is not.
As over a third of the population in Tanzania is Muslim, it is therefore not etiquette for ladies to walk around in
public displaying their legs and shoulders. Remember to dress modestly as short shorts, miniskirts, vests and tank
tops will be frowned upon.
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Electricity and Plug Standards
The electricity supply in Tanzania is 220/240 volts at 50Hz. Plugs are 3 point square (UK Type). Adapters are
available at major airports.

